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If you want to take the advanced course 
in brake physics, try this simple home 
study exercise.

Materials: 
• A nutcracker
• Nuts of various sizes
• A beverage to wash down the “results” 

Take a nutcracker and try to crack a 
really big nut. While you can probably 
crack it, notice that it is uncomfortable 

to get enough power because your hand 
is extended a bit too far.

Now take a tiny nut and crack it. This 
time you probably won’t have any 
problem cracking the nut, but it’s still 
not comfortable because the nutcracker 
is too narrow for your hand.

And finally, select a nut that’s just the 
right size. Notice how powerful your hand 
feels. Notice how comfortable it is while 

creating the pressure needed to crack 
the nut. It’s all about the position of the 
lever working with your hand. Believe it 
or not, you now understand some of the 
most important ways that Avid brakes are 
different and why they have been such a 
popular choice for the world’s best riders. 
Now, take those tasty nuts you just 
cracked open, grab your beverage and 
let’s see what these same principles look 
like in high-performance brake design.

GREAT LEVER PERFORMANCE 
IN A NUTShELL

ThE LAST ThING wE wANT  
YOU TO DO IS STOP.
Sure, brakes stop your bike, but at Avid we are really in the business of helping you fly. When you are blazing down a hill, there’s 
nothing that helps you go faster than a great set of brakes. When your brakes operate so predictably and manage your speed so 
effortlessly that you forget about them, we’re doing our job. No company in mountain bike brake history has had more success in 
creating awesome rides. In fact, at a recent Cross Country World Cup race, we took our clipboards out and did some counting. Of 
the top 20 men in the race, 55% were using Avid brakes! Over the last few years, the competition between Avid and the other brake 
companies hasn’t even been close when it comes to World Championship XC and DH titles. It’s interesting how the fastest riders in the 
world consistently use Avid brakes. At Avid, we’re very proud to be the innovators in every small detail of brake design. We’re proud to 
be the ones that every other company chases. Our competition makes us better, and in the end, that means your ride is the winner.

AVID TEChNOLOGY 101 
When we set out to design the best disc brakes in the world, we knew that simple stopping power wasn’t going to be enough. The best 
brake would also have to work in perfect harmony with your hand, give you precise control, and be easier to install than a virus on your 
PC. Mission accomplished. Here are some highlights:

PAD CONTACT-POINT ADJUSTMENT 
We’re proud to have been the company that invented this feature before people even knew how much they needed it. As the name 
suggests, Pad Contact-Point Adjustment allows you to adjust the point in the lever’s throw where the pads contact the rotor. That helps 
you do two simple – but important – things:

1. It lets you pick the position you’d like your fingers in when your brakes grip. That means you can perfectly match your fingers’ 
comfort with the brake’s power.

2. It allows you to balance both levers so the levers contact at the same point. No more uneven brake levers. Pad Contact-Point 
Adjustment is not just a reach adjuster (although all of our levers have that, too). It’s an oh-so-important performance 
enhancement that helps you dial in the perfect ride.

POwER RESERVE GEOMETRY™
At the end of the day, a brake lever simply multiples the force your hand generates (just like the nutcracker). Avid’s Power Reserve 
Geometry represents a way of thinking about the physics of leverage and your hands’ comfort. This philosophy is fundamentally different 
than others in the business of brakes. Due to pivot placement, physics dictates that with other brake levers your fingers tend to slip off 
the ends as you pull. Avid is different. We designed our levers with the pivot closer to the handlebar, in fact, closer than anyone else 
in the industry. The resulting lever movement has less inward travel, an arc that’s closer to your fingers’ natural motion and one that 
delivers more force to the brake. The cool part is: Every Avid lever has it.

We can demonstrate the importance of pivot positioning with a nutcracker as well. To simulate the lever geometry of other brake 
companies, we reconstructed this nutcracker. Notice how much less efficient this looks? That’s exactly what moving the pivot away 
from the handlebar does for your brakes.

Avid Elixir

Marta SL Hayes Shimano ELIXIR

Avid Others

Too big of a nut.

1

Too little of a nut.

2

Just the right size nut.

3
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TAPERBORETM TEChNOLOGY 
(NEw FOR ’09)
The term “TaperBore” refers to a unique patent-pending closure system in our new Elixir levers. It saves weight, looks super-sleek, 
improves lever feedback, and most importantly, gives you more power and control!

MASTER YOUR BRAKES

whEN BLEEDING IS A GOOD ThING
Our Drip-Free bleed process is so thorough, you’ll never wonder, “Did I get all the air out?” You can see every bit of 
performance-robbing air being methodically extracted from the system. In fact, as you’re preparing to bleed the brake, you 
actually draw air bubbles that are too small to even be seen out of the fluid. It’s a trick you’ll want to take to your next class 
reunion. Also, the process is clean, because there’s no pouring or “catching” fluid, and every step is performed with very 
precise syringes. It’s not called drip-free for nothing. Note: For full bleed instructions please visit avidbike.com or consult 
your Avid service manual.

DOT 5.1
Heat is an enemy of any brake system, so advancements in heat management mean advancements in your ride. You see, we 
found that in our systems, DOT 5.1 takes almost 3 times longer to boil than DOT 4, thus allowing flawless performance in even 
more extreme conditions.

TRI-ALIGN™ CALIPER POSITIONING SYSTEM™
Another original Avid technology making your life better … There’s never been an easier brake to install. With Avid’s Tri-Align 
Caliper Positioning System, aligning the caliper to the rotor literally takes seconds. Just loosen the CPS™ bolts a little and 
squeeze the brake lever, while tightening the bolts again. Perfect caliper alignment, and you could probably do it with 
your eyes closed!

Close our special bleed clamp 
and pull to reveal the trapped 
air you couldn’t even see 
before. When it’s degassed, 
you’re ready to bleed.

Bleed the caliper by sucking 
any air out into the syringe.

Push the air-free fluid up 
through the hose, through 
the lever and into the other 
syringe attached to the lever.

Bleed the lever by sucking any 
air into the syringe. Close the 
bleed ports, and give yourself a 
high-five because you have the 
best-bled brakes anywhere!

1 3 42

Loosen the CPSTM bolts a little. Squeeze the lever in and 
hold it.

Tighten the CPS bolts and 
ta-da! The caliper is aligned, 
and you are ready to ride!

2 31

Integrated Resevoir

TaporBore

Reach Adjust

Contact Adjust
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ELIXIR CR SPECS
INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain | Freeride | Downhill FINISh Black Onyx Body and Caliper | Tungsten Gray lever | Available: Carbon blade option SPECIAL FEATURES 
TaperBore Technology | Tool-free Pad Contact-Point Adjustment | Tool-free Reach Adjustment | Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM | Power Reserve GeometryTM | Ambidextrous | Split Clamp/
Matchmaker compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Two-piece caliper | Top loading pads SYSTEM Two-piston, open system ROTOR SIzES G3 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203 | 140mm rear only  
FLUID DOT 5.1 wEIGhT 375 grams with Carbon blade (160mm rotor; front post mount)

ELIXIRTM CR
ELIXIR R

With the massive success of our Juicy 
line of brakes, you’d think that we’d just 
sit back and watch the race medals rack 
up, but that’s not the way we roll. So we 
set out to increase the power, improve 
the control, decrease the weight, and 
keep all the venerable features that 
Avid is famous for. Introducing Elixir. It 
answers the braking performance needs 
of every mountain bike rider: Cross 
Country, Trail, All-Mountain, Freeride 
and Downhill. 

CONTROL
Elixir’s new TaperBore Technology and 
enhanced pivot positioning create less 
initial power plus deep stroke modulation, 

allowing the rider to better manage 
and use the increased overall power. 
TaperBore Technology also eliminates 
the need for an independent reservoir, 
leading to a new sleek (and lighter) 
integrated brake lever. 
*The Elixir CR with Carbon Blade weighs 
20 grams less than the current Juicy 7TM.

POwER
Elixir has awesome stopping power 
because of its new, super-stiff, two-piece 
caliper, featuring larger grooved pistons 
than our Juicy brakes. The larger pistons 
produce overall power that sits halfway 
between Juicy and Code. 

AND A LITTLE AVID MOJO
Avid brakes are known for ergonomics, 
easy handling and service. Both Elixir 
models feature a tool-free reach adjust 
that makes quick work of dialing in the 
perfect lever reach for any hand. The 
Elixir CR sports a brand-new, easy-to-use, 
Pad Contact-Point Adjustment. And just 
as you have come to expect from Avid, 
maintenance and service are child’s 
play. Elixir’s sintered brake pads load 
from the top, so it takes only seconds to 
replace them. Elixir is even MatchMakerTM  

compatible and works perfectly with 
SRAM triggers and/or the RockShox® 
PushlocTM remote to create the most 
elegant and functional cockpit ever.

ELIXIR R: Pure, simple performance is what you can expect with the Elixir R. It has 
TaperBore Technology, tool-free reach adjustment, Power Reserve geometry,TM  
Tri-Align TM Caliper Positioning System,TM and drip-free bleeding just like the CR. 

“I can use this brake on all my bikes, whether I go trail hunting or full-out freeriding. 
The braking power is just perfect and strong, yet it provides intuitive control.” 

SRAM Test Rider: Greg “HB” Herbold

“This project began by questioning standard technology – can Avid do it better? The 
traditional master cylinder was never developed with a bicycle in mind. And certainly 
the bicycle was never developed to do the things being done today. Our drive as both 
passionate designers and dedicated riders was to create a brake system for the kinds of 
riders who push their own limits. Cleaner, lighter with unsurpassed control and feel, what 
started out as evolutionary has become revolutionary. This is the new era of disc brakes.”
Chuck Dunlap has been developing mechanical and hydraulic brake systems for Avid since 2003.         

Avid Senior Design Engineer: Chuck Dunlap

INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain | Freeride | Downhill FINISh Mercury Silver body | Tungsten Gray lever | Mercury Silver caliper | Available: Carbon blade option  
SPECIAL FEATURES TaperBore Technology | Tool-free Reach Adjustment | Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Power Reserve Geometry | Ambidextrous | Split Clamp/Matchmaker 
compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Two-piece caliper | Top loading pads | SYSTEM Two piston, open system ROTOR SIzES G3 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203 | 140mm rear only  
FLUID DOT 5.1 wEIGhT 375 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

ELIXIR R SPECS

BECAUSE REALLY REALLY REALLY 
GOOD wASN’T GOOD ENOUGh

ELIXIR CR: The CR is the Elixir you run 
if only the very best will do. TaperBoreTM 
Technology, beautiful black finish, tool-
free reach adjustment, and a foxy new 
Pad Contact-Point Adjustment design 
all make it a marvel of brake design.

TRAILTRAILTRAILTRAILTRAIL TRAILTRAILTRAILTRAILTRAIL

Shown with the optional carbon blade
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JUICY 
ULTIMATETM

JUICY ULTIMATE SPECS
INTENDED USE Light-weight Cross Country FINISh Stealth Black | Racy White | RockShox SID Blue UNIQUE TO JUICY ULTIMATE Magnesium lever body | Forged MonoblokTM caliper body 
SPECIAL FEATURES Carbon fiber lever blade | Pad Contact-Point Adjustment | Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM | Power Reserve Geometry | Ambidextrous | Split Clamp/MatchmakerTM 
compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Indexed reach adjustment | Alloy Backed Pads ROTOR SIzES G2 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203 | 140mm rear only FLUID DOT 5.1 wEIGhT 333 grams (160mm 
rotor; front post mount)

POwER TOOLS FOR POwER RIDERS

TRAIL

Also available in classic Stealth Black or Racy White. 

MatchMaker

The Juicy Ultimate is the epitome of sleek, exotic and feather-light design. Its magnesium lever body and 6k thermoset carbon fiber 
lever blade reduce steering weight, and just simply feel fast. The MonoblokTM caliper makes the system stiff, responsive and clean. 
And because the Ultimate incorporates all of Avid’s proprietary technologies, like Power Reserve GeometryTM and Pad Contact-Point 
Adjustment, you can be sure that your brakes will never limit your performance. That’s why it’s a favorite of the cross country pros 
around the world ... a hands-down essential for the discriminating XC brake-o-philes.

ThE ULTIMATE MATChING SET
For the first time ever, Ultimates are now available in Stealth Black, Racy White and RockShox® SID® blue. 
One look at your new matching brakes and the competition may just hand you the trophy.

STEALTh ADJUSTMENT
Juicy Ultimate’s Contact-Point Adjustment is tucked away inside this stealthy opening.  
All youneed is a 2.5mm hex wrench ... or get this: your RockShox rebound adjuster. 

CODE

ultim
ate

Where’s the knob?
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CODE SPECS CODE 5 SPECS
INTENDED USE Freeride | Downhill FINISh Galvanized body and caliper, black lever | White body and caliper, black lever SPECIAL FEATURES Center-Mount Pad Contact-Point Adjustment | 
Three-cartridge- bearing lever pivot | Two-piece lever with cam breakaway | Upfront access reach adjustment | Aluminum cam | Magnesium lever body | Four-piston caliper | Anchored brake pads | 
Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Power Reserve GeometryTM | Center-mount adjustable banjo | Ambidextrous | Split Clamp/MatchMakerTM compatible | Drip-free bleeding ROTOR SIzES 
G2 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203mm FLUID DOT 4 wEIGhT 449 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

INTENDED USE All-Mountain | Freeride | Downhill FINISh Dead Moss Gray SPECIAL FEATURES Four-piston caliper | Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Power Reserve Geometry | 
Ambidextrous | Split Clamp/MatchMaker compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Indexed reach adjustment ROTOR SIzES G2 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203mm FLUID DOT 4 wEIGhT 447 grams 
(160mm rotor; front post mount)

CODETM

CODE 5TM

PART hUMMER, 
PART FORMULA ONE

CODE 5: BRINGING POwER TO ThE PEOPLE 
This is what happens when a Juicy falls in love with a Code, and they have a child. You get the tenacious four-piston Code caliper with the 
proven performance of a Juicy-style lever, all in one brake system. This baby’s been simplified to make it a little easier on the debit card, 
but the Avid family values, including Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning System,TM Power Reserve Geometry and Drip-free bleeding, are still 
100% intact.

TRAILTRAIL TRAIL TRAILTRAIL

Also available with galvanized body

CODE

ultim
ate

Pad Contact-Point 
Adjustment

When you put your life in the hands of 
your brakes, it makes sense to pick the 
most powerful brakes you can get. And 
who says that a brake designed for the 
most demanding conditions in the world 
can’t also be precise and respond to the 
finest touch?  It’s time to bust out the Code.

Code levers are built to take almost 
anything, with our special two-piece blade 
featuring cam breakaway, ultra-stout body 
and fully ambidextrous design. On the 
other end, Code’s caliper is cold-forged 
with four pistons, extra-large pads, and 
beefy, adjustable, center-mount stainless 

banjo, meaning that gravity has met 
its match.

But the best part about Code is that they 
aren’t just strong, they are full of finesse. 
Thanks to Avid’s classic details, including 
sealed bearings in the lever pivot, Pad 
Contact-Point Adjustment and patented 
Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning System,TM  
you’ll feel an amazing amount of precise 
control at your fingertips. 

ThE COLOR CODE FOR ’09
Dial up the perfect matching pair. This 
year, Code brakes AND RockShox® TotemTM 

forks are available in either white or our 
famous industrial-vibe galvanized finish! 

Ahhh-JUSTMENT  
No matter which side is facing up, you’ll 
never have to relocate the Pad Contact-
Point Adjustment knob, because of 
Code’s handy, center-mounted design. 
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INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain | Freeride | Downhill FINISh Graphite Gray SPECIAL FEATURES Pad Contact-Point Adjustment | Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM | 
Power Reserve GeometryTM | Ambidextrous | Tool-free pad replacement | Split Clamp/MatchMakerTM compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Indexed reach adjustment ROTOR SIzES G2 Clean Sweep 
160 | 185 | 203mm FLUID DOT 5.1 wEIGhT 395 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain FINISh Satin Black SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM | Power Reserve GeometryTM | Ambidextrous | 
Tool-free pad replacement | Wonder Clamp™ | Drip-free bleeding ROTOR SIzES G2 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203mm FLUID DOT 4 wEIGhT 404 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

JUICY 7 SPECS
JUICY 3 SPECS

JUICY 7TM

JUICY 5TM

JUICY 3TM

INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain | Freeride | Downhill  FINISh Aero Silver SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM | Power Reserve GeometryTM | 
Ambidextrous | Tool-free pad replacement | Split Clamp/MatchMakerTM compatible | Drip-free bleeding | Indexed reach adjustment ROTOR SIzES G2 Clean Sweep 160 | 185 | 203mm 
FLUID DOT 5.1 wEIGhT 395 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

JUICY 5 SPECS

JUICY 5: FAShIONABLY UNCOMPLICATED 
If you love Power Reserve Geometry,TM Tri-Align Caliper Positioning, drip-free bleeding and our Split Clamp design, but you feel like 
the Pad Contact-Point adjusting knob is a bad fashion statement, then the Five is exactly what you need. 

JUICY 3: SEDUCTIVELY STRAIGhTFORwARD  
There’s a reason why so many bike manufacturers have specified Juicy Three on their favorite bikes. It’s a simple, powerful, 
dependable winner. Now that’s sexy.AN INSTANT CLASSIC

TRAIL TRAILTRAIL TRAILTRAIL

TRAIL TRAILTRAIL TRAILTRAIL

TRAILTRAIL TRAIL

BB7

juicy carbon page

Juicy 5

CODE

ultimate

J7

Pad Contact-Point 
Adjustment

JUICY 7 JUICY 5 JUICY 3

Any way you look at it, the Juicy Seven 
has always been hard to beat. It set the 
bar for hydraulic brake performance 
years ago, and it never stops pleasing 
riders from every discipline in the sport. 
Honestly, it makes you wonder what else 
you could want in a brake. 

PAD CONTACT-POINT ADJUSTMENT
Setting the exact point where your 
fingers are when the brakes grip is huge. 
It means you choose the best-feeling 
position for your hand, and that means 
predictable performance from the brake.

INDEXED REACh ADJUSTMENT
Our reach adjuster does just what you’d 
expect, only in typical Avid fashion, it does 
it better. It’s indexed, so one click moves 
the lever 1mm.
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To this day, the BB7 continues to attract all types of riders who crave the simplicity and elegant function of the world’s best 
cable-actuated brake. It’s more powerful and is easier to set up than any mechanical disc ... ever. Details including the dual-pad 
adjustment knobs, easy pad replacement, precision ball bearing actuation, and infinitely variable spring tension details ... mean 
control like you’ve never felt before. Plus, using any of our Ball Bearing Disc BrakesTM means that you can choose one of our levers 
with Speed Dial® for sweet, adjustable modulation. Isn’t the freedom of choice swell?

BB5TM: DECELERATION MADE SIMPLE
The BB5 offers our Tri-AlignTM Caliper Positioning SystemTM, tool-free pad replacement, a melt-forged body and one inboard pad 
adjustment knob. One try and you’ll wonder if they are really entry-level brakes.

ThE RED KNOB MEANS AVID’S ON BOARD 
The BB’s pad adjustment knobs make quick work out of setting the perfect distance between the pads and the rotor, and adjusting 
for pad wear. This is something really cool that you can’t do on any hydraulic brake. And best of all, it’s tool-free, so you can 
make adjustments on the trail where shizzle happens. (BB5 has inboard knob only)

BALL- 
BEARING 

DISC 
BRAKES

BB7 ROAD BB5 ROADBB5 MTB

BB5 ROAD SPECS

BB7 MOUNTAIN SPECS

INTENDED USE Road FINISh Platinum SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Monoblok® caliper design | Inboard knob-pad adjustment | Tool-free pad replacement 
ROTOR SIzES Roundagon 160 | 185 | 203mm | 140mm rear only wEIGhT 335 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain FINISh Graphite Gray SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Forged two-piece caliper design | Dual-knob pad 
adjustment | Tool-free pad replacement ROTOR SIzES Roundagon 160 | 185 | 203mm | 140mm rear only wEIGhT 329 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

ThERE’S POwER IN SIMPLICITY 

TRAILTRAIL TRAIL

BB5 MOUNTAIN SPECS
INTENDED USE Cross Country | Trail | All-Mountain FINISh Satin Black SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Monoblok® caliper design | Inboard knob-pad adjustment | 
Tool-free pad replacement ROTOR SIzES Roundagon 160 | 185 | 203mm wEIGhT 335 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

TRAILTRAIL TRAIL

BB7 ROAD SPECS
INTENDED USE Road FINISh Platinum SPECIAL FEATURES Tri-Align Caliper Positioning System | Forged two-piece caliper design | Dual-knob pad adjustment | Tool-free pad replacement 
ROTOR SIzES Roundagon 160 | 185 | 203mm | 140mm rear only wEIGhT 329 grams (160mm rotor; front post mount)

TRAIL

TRAIL

BB7 MTB

STREET-SMART DISC BRAKES
Got a road-style bike with disc brakes? You can’t get any better than 
Avid’s tried and true BB7 and BB5. The geometry has been adjusted 
to work with road brake levers, so now you can enjoy Avid power and 
control on those paved things that go in and around cities.

BB7

juicy carbon page

Juicy 5

CODE

ultimate

J7

Red knob means 
Avid’s on board
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Speed Dial 7

FR-5
(Also available in black)

Speed Dial SL

Speed Dial® Ultimate 

ShORTYTM

 (NEw DESIGN FOR ’09) 

That noise you hear is the cheer of every cyclocross, tandem, recumbent and sticker-laden courier bike rider in the world. Finally, a 
brand-spankin’-new, better-than-ever brake ... the new Shorty. It has Avid’s time-tested pads and hardware, and its new arm design 
reduces vibration. Plus, it’s lighter than ever!

AN OLD BUDDY ThAT wILL NEVER LET YOU DOwN
Back before Avid dominated the disc brake scene, we dominated the rim brake scene. It’s no mistake that there are still Avid riders all 
over who ask themselves, “Why would I need a disc brake?” And don’t forget: A light set of rim brakes is still lighter than the lightest 
disc brakes systems.

LEVERS + 
RIM BRAKES

Single Digit Ultimate Single Digit 7

Single Digit 5
Single Digit SL

MODULATION MAXIMUS
By turning the Speed Dial knob, you can precisely choose 
the feel you want anytime, anywhere and without any tools.
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Replacement pad inserts

ACCESSORIES

ROUNDAGON ROTOR
Available in 140, 160, 185 and 203mm 
(Ball Bearing Disc Brakes)

G2 CLEAN SWEEP ROTOR 
Available in 140, 160, 185 and 203mm 
(Juicy and Code disc brakes)

G3 CLEAN SWEEPTM ROTOR 
Available in 140, 160, 185 and 203mm 
(Elixir disc brakes)

Rim WranglerTM and ShortyTM pads

Torx Wrench, Crow’s Foot 

PIT-STOPTM CABLES
What good are awesome brakes and levers without the lifeline between them? 
Check out SRAM’s full line of Pit-Stop cables. They’ll be just the performance-
enhancing trick you’ve been looking for, and yes, they are Avid certified.

Drip-free Bleed Kit

Disc brake mounting brackets Disc brake pads

Hydraulic Line Cutter 
(New Pit-Stop offering – Avid certified)

MATChMAKERTM

Save weight and clutter on the bar with MatchMaker. It holds Avid® levers,  
SRAM triggers, and RockShox® PushLocTM controls, all with one tidy, light clamp.  
A dream come true for handlebar component footprint conservationists the  
world over.  
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AVID®
 SPECIFICATIONS

RI
M

 B
R

AK
ES

FINISh STAINLESS 
hARDwARE

PIVOT PADS SPECIAL FEATURES wEIGhT 
(GRAMS)

SINGLE DIGIT® ULTIMATE Stealth Black • Sealed Bearing RW 2 Reversible noodle
CNC
Cartridge bearings

182

SINGLE DIGIT SL Aero Silver • Pivot Sleeve RW 2 TI Hardware 165

SINGLE DIGIT 7 Graphite Gray • Pivot Sleeve RW 2 Exclusive noodle boot 185

SINGLE DIGIT 5 Black • Pivot Sleeve 20R One-Piece Cartridge Pad Option Available 210

SINGLE DIGIT 3 (OEM ONLY) Black Pivot Sleeve One-Piece CP steel hardware 214

ShORTY 6 Mercury Silver • Pivot Sleeve Cross Road 
Cartridge Pads

Road Style Lever (SRAM Red, SRAM Force, 
SRAM Rival)

157

ShORTY 4 Mercury Silver • Pivot Sleeve 20R One-Piece Road Style Lever (SRAM Red, SRAM Force, 
SRAM Rival)

157

All weights include mounting hardware, noodle and boot.

LE
VE

RS

FINISh SPEED DIAL® BEND zONETM QUICK-
ADJUST
BARREL 
ADJUSTER

AMBIDEX-
TROUS

CAM SPLIT 
CLAMP

SPECIAL FEATURES wEIGhT
(GRAMS)

SPEED DIAL ULTIMATE Stealth Black • • • • CNC
Sealed cartridge

159

SPEED DIAL SL Aero Silver • • • Magnesium lever body 150

SPEED DIAL 7 Graphite Gray • • • Reach Adjust 175

FR-5 Aero Silver or 
Satin Black

• • Reach Adjust 
Flat rate pull

155

All Avid levers have reach adjustment. All weights per pair. All levers are compatible with mechanical disc brakes and linear-pull brakes.
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INTENDED USE FINISh ROTOR SIzES ROTOR TRI-ALIGNTM 
CALIPER 
POSITIONING 
SYSTEMTM

PAD TYPE FLUID TYPE* PAD 
CONTACT-POINT
ADJUSTMENT

SPLIT CLAMP 
DESIGN / 
MATChMAKER 
COMPATIBLE

POwER RESERVE 
GEOMETRYTM

TOOL-FREE PAD 
REPLACEMENT

AMBIDEXTROUS DRIP-FREE 
BLEEDING

SPECIAL FEATURES wEIGhT
(GRAMS)

h
YD

R
AU

LI
C 

DI
SC
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R

AK
ES

ELIXIRTM CR Black Onyx body 
Tungsten Gray lever 
Black Onyx caliper

160 / 185 / 203                
140mm rear only

G3 Clean Sweep • Sintered DOT 5.1 • • • • • TaperBore Technology                                             
Tool-free Contact and Reach Adjust 
Carbon Lever Available                                            
Two-piece caliper 
Top loading pads                         

385 with
Aluminum blade

375 with
Carbon blade

ELIXIRTM R Mercury Silver body 
Tungsten Gray lever 
Mercury Silver caliper

160 / 185 / 203                
140mm rear only

G3 Clean Sweep • Sintered DOT 5.1 • • • • TaperBore Technology 
Tool-free Reach Adjust    
Carbon Lever available

375 with
Aluminum blade

365 with
Carbon blade

JUICY ULTIMATETM Stealth Black          
White
SID Blue

160 / 185 / 203 
140mm rear only

G2 Clean Sweep • Organic DOT 5.1 • • • • • • Carbon lever/reservoir cover
Ti hardware

333

CODETM Galvanized body 
caliper, black lever: 
White body, black lever

160 / 185 / 203mm G2 Clean Sweep • Organic DOT 4 • • • • • Four pistons
Three cartridge bearing lever pivot
Two-piece lever with cam breakaway
Up-front access reach adjustment
Anchored brake pads

449

CODETM 5 Dead Moss Gray 160 / 185 / 203mm G2 Clean Sweep • Organic DOT 4 • • • • Four pistons 
Anchored brake pads

447

JUICY 7TM Graphite Gray 160 / 185 / 203mm G2 Clean Sweep • Sintered DOT 5.1 • • • • • • 395

JUICY 5TM Aero Silver 160 / 185 / 203mm G2 Clean Sweep • Sintered DOT 5.1 • • • • • 395

JUICY 3TM Satin Black 160 / 185 / 203mm G2 Clean Sweep • Organic DOT 4 • • • • 404

Unless otherwise noted, weights are for front, 160mm, post mount. Includes lever, caliper and rotor. Other weights are mount-dependent. All Avid disc brakes fit standard disc hub mount. They are compatible with front post and I.S. mounts and rear I.S. mounts. * “Fluid type” refers to the fluid the brake is shipped with. Any Avid hydraulic brake works with either DOT 4 or DOT 5.1.
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INTENDED USE FINISh ROTOR SIzES ROTOR TRI-ALIGN CALIPER 
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BB7 MOUNTAIN Graphite Gray 160 / 185 / 203mm Roundagon • Sintered Two-Piece Mountain style Dual knobs • 329

BB7 ROAD Platinum 160 / 185 / 203mm 
140mm rear only

Roundagon • Sintered Two-Piece Road style Dual knobs • 329

BB5 MOUNTAIN Satin Black 160 / 185 / 203mm Roundagon • Sintered Monoblok Mountain style Inboard knob only • 335

BB5 ROAD Platinum 160 / 185 / 203mm 
140mm rear only

Roundagon • Sintered Monoblok Road style Inboard knob only • 335

Unless otherwise noted, weights are for front, 160mm, post mount. Includes caliper and rotor. Other weights are mount-dependent. All Avid disc brakes fit standard disc hub mount. They are compatible with front post and I.S. mounts and rear I.S. mounts. 173
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